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11 Abstract

12 Objective estimates of fingertip force magnitude following surgery to prevent digital metacarpophalangeal (MCP) hyperextension

13 (clawing) in cases of paralysis of the hand’s intrinsic muscles will assist clinicians in setting realistic expectations for post-operative

14 pinch strength. We used a cadaveric/optimization approach to predict and confirm the maximal biomechanically possible fingertip

15 force in the intrinsic palsied hand before and after two popular tendon transfer methods to the volar plate of the MCP joint. Both

16 surgeries were also evaluated after release of the A3 pulley––a modification predicted by our published computer model of the

17 forefinger to increase fingertip force magnitude. We predicted maximal static fingertip force by mounting eight fresh cadaveric hands

18 on a frame, placing their forefinger in a functional posture (neutral abduction, 45� of flexion at the MCP and proximal inter-

19 phalangeal joints, and 10� at the distal interphalangeal joint) and pinning the distal phalanx to a 3D dynamometer. We pulled on

20 individual tendons with tensions up to 25% of maximal isometric force of their associated muscle and measured fingertip force and

21 torque output. Using these measurements, we predicted the optimal combination of tendon tensions that maximized palmar force

22 (analogous to pinch force, directed perpendicularly from the midpoint of the distal phalanx, and in the plane of finger flexion-

23 extension) for four cases: (i) the non-paretic case (all muscles available), (ii) intrinsic palsied hand (no intrinsic muscles functioning),

24 (iii) transfer of flexor superficialis tendon to the volar plate of the MCP (Zancolli lasso) in the intrinsic palsied hand, and (iv) leaving

25 flexor superficialis intact and transferring a tendon of comparable strength to the volar plate of the MCP in the intrinsic palsied

26 hand. Lastly, we applied these optimal combinations of tension to the cadaveric tendons and measured fingertip output. With the

27 A3 pulley intact, the maximal palmar force in cases (ii)–(iv) averaged 48� 23% SD (non-paretic ¼ 100%; case (iv)

28 ð61� 25%Þ > cases (ii) and (iii) (43� 23% and 39� 19%, respectively), p < 0:05). Releasing the A3 pulley significantly increased the

29 average palmar force in cases (ii)–(iv) (73� 42%, p < 0:05), with no significant differences among them. Thus, releasing the A3

30 pulley may improve palmar force magnitude when it is necessary to transfer the digit’s own flexor superficialis tendon to the volar

31 plate of the MCP to prevent clawing in the intrinsic palsied hand. � 2002 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Elsevier

32 Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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34Introduction

35Weakness and ‘‘claw deformity’’ of the fingers is an
36important clinical consequence of paralysis of the in-
37trinsic muscles of the hand [4,20]. The flexor digitorum
38superficialis (FS) lasso active tendon transfer, described
39by Zancolli, or the intrinsic tenodesis passive transfer,
40described by House, are two of the many reconstructive
41procedures described to prevent the claw deformity
42[8,16] by creating a flexor effort at the metacarpopha-
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43 langeal (MCP) joint. The procedure described by Zan-
44 colli (referred to here as the ‘‘lasso procedure’’ (Fig.
45 1C)), is one of the most popular of its type in current
46 clinical practice. Zancolli suggests using the FS as an
47 intrinsic substitute by anchoring the tendon to the volar
48 plate at the MCP joint of the affected digit. This pre-
49 vents MCP joint hyperextension, or clawing of the digit
50 [26]. These procedures, however, have not been shown
51 to restore fingertip force and are of questionable value
52 to the restoration of pinch function. Restoring even
53 limited pinch function would substantially improve the
54 functional independence of individuals with intrinsic
55 palsied hands, especially those with spinal cord injuries.
56 In a recent study, we used mathematical optimization
57 and cadaver specimens to quantify the reduction of
58 fingertip force in the palmar direction (analogous to tip
59 pinch force, directed perpendicularly from the midpoint
60 of the distal phalanx, and in the plane of finger flexion-
61 extension) in the simulated paralysis of intrinsic muscles
62 (see Fig. 4A) [23]. In this study, we report the portion of
63 that study where we quantified the maximal biome-
64 chanically possible palmar force magnitude following
65 the execution of two modalities of the lasso procedure:
66 (i) utilizing the finger’s own FS to perform the lasso, and
67 (ii) utilizing another motor of comparable strength to
68 FS, preserving the action of the digit’s FS (e.g., an ex-
69 tradigital muscle-tendon unit as the active transfer). Our
70 previous biomechanical modeling work predicts that the
71 magnitude of palmar force is most sensitive to the mo-
72 ment arms of FS and flexor digitorum profundus (FP) at
73 the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint [24]. Thus we
74 also evaluated if releasing the A3 pulley increases pal-
75 mar force magnitude of the lasso procedures.
76 Our first hypothesis was that performing an active
77 lasso tendon transfer that preserves the action of FS of
78 the finger results in greater palmar force magnitude than
79 when the FS of the finger is harvested for the procedure.
80 Our second hypothesis was that releasing the A3 pulley
81 would lead to greater palmar force magnitude for both
82 procedures. We tested these hypotheses by applying
83 mechanically optimal tension combinations to the ap-
84 propriate tendons of cadaveric fingers before and after
85 execution of the tendon transfers, and measuring 3D
86 fingertip force.

87 Methods

88 We utilized a technique previously described in detail [23]. We
89 began by thawing eight adult cadaveric arms (4 right, 4 left) at the mid-
90 forearm and dissected the forefinger tendon origins (see Figs. 1 and 2)
91 of FP, FS and extensor digitorum communis (EC), as well as extensor
92 indicis proprius (EI). These were tied and glued (Vetbond Tissue Ad-
93 hesive, 3M Inc., St. Paul, MN) to nylon cords. The distal aponeuroses
94 of first lumbrical (LUM) and first palmar interosseous (PI) were simi-
95 larly attached to nylon cords without dissecting their origins. To ac-
96 commodate the short insertion tendon of first dorsal interosseous (DI)
97 into the proximal phalanx of the forefinger [3,4,11,20], a nylon cord

98was anchored to a 3-mm flathead screw placed at the insertion of DI
99into the proximal phalanx. In addition, a nylon cord was wrapped
100around the volar plate of the finger, simulating the lasso procedure.
101This ‘‘tendon’’ was labeled LS. Two 1.6 mm diameter K-wires were
102inserted into the distal phalanx parallel to its longitudinal axis and
103were potted with polymethylmethacrylate (leaving the DIP joint and
104the insertions of the extensor mechanism and FP tendon intact). The
105cadaver material was donated to the Division of Human Anatomy,
106Department of Surgery, Stanford University School of Medicine.
107Universal safety precautions were adhered to throughout.
108We mounted each cadaveric hand to a tabletop fixture and fixed the
109distal phalanx to a 3D dynamometer, taking the midpoint of the distal
110phalanx as the origin for force and torque measurement (Fig. 2). An
111external fixation device (Agee-WristJack, Hand Biomechanics Lab,
112Inc., Sacramento, CA) held the hand and forearm in neutral wrist
113extension and ulnar deviation. We placed the finger in a standardized
114posture of neutral abduction, 45� flexion at the MCP and PIP joints,
115and 10� flexion at the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint. A robotic arm
116(St€aaubli-Unimate Puma 260) allowed us to accurately move, then
117rigidly hold, a 3D force and torque dynamometer (F/T Gamma130,
118ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC) against the fingertip. The K-

Fig. 1. Forefinger anatomy and surgical modifications. A: The MCP,

PIP and DIP joints, and the schematic paths of the FP, FS and DI

muscle-tendon units, B: schematic representation of the extensor

mechanism (after Winslow), the EC, EI, PI and LUM muscle-tendon

units, C: FP muscle-tendon unit after A3 pulley release (FP*) and lasso

tendon (LS, tied around the volar plate of the MCP joint).
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119 wires protruding from the distal phalanx were clamped to the dyna-
120 mometer. As illustrated, each spring could be individually loaded by
121 pulling on and anchoring a thin rope tied to the proximal end of a
122 spring (Fig. 2). The springs were more compliant than the tendons, and
123 stretching the springs provided a constant tension within 10% of the
124 calibrated value. The springs applied tensions up to 25% of the esti-
125 mated maximal strength of the muscle associated with each tendon.
126 We applied the same maximal tensions, which were derived from
127 physiological cross-sectional areas [12,14] and a biomechanical model
128 [24], to all hands [23]. Because the finger was immobilized proximally
129 and distally, the applied tendon tensions did not affect finger posture.
130 We applied discrete levels of tension to each tendon individually
131 (up to 25% of the maximal force of the muscle associated with each
132 tendon) and recorded the 6D fingertip output vector for each tendon
133 tension level [23]. Our preliminary work indicated that the tendon-
134 string connection failed at 60 N. Because this maximal experimental
135 tension represented 25% of maximal estimated in vivo force of the
136 strongest muscle (FS), we scaled the maximal tension applied to each
137 tension to 25% of the estimated in vivo values. To ensure that only one
138 tendon was loaded at a time, the nylon strings of the tendons receiving
139 no load were disconnected from their associated springs. The output
140 force and torque components were measured with a resolution of 0.1 N
141 and 0.01 Nm, respectively. At each tendon tension level, a computer

142(PowerMacintosh 7200, Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA) with
143data acquisition hardware/software (NB-MIO-16 card and LabView,
144National Instruments, Austin, TX) recorded the output from the dy-
145namometer for 2 s at 1000 samples/s and stored the average fingertip
146output vector produced by each tendon (output forces are in units of
147N, torques in Nm). Based on the measurements of the input tension at
148each tendon and the corresponding fingertip output vector, we used
149linear programming [5] to predict the optimal combination of tendon
150tensions that would produce the maximal magnitude of a desired re-
151sultant fingertip output vector [23]. The goal of linear programming
152was to maximize force in the ‘‘palmar’’ direction (i.e., in the x direc-
153tion, perpendicular to the midpoint of the distal phalanx in the plane of
154finger flexion-extension, analogous to that used in pad-to-pad pinch,
155Fig. 3). In our previously described work [23], we showed that maximal
156biomechanically possible palmar force in the simulated intrinsic palsied
157condition (where the action of LUM, DI and PI was removed) was on
158the average 57% of the non-paretic case (where all forefinger muscles
159were active [23]). In this study, we predict the biomechanically maximal
160palmar force for two procedures which create the lasso (LS) tendon in
161the simulated intrinsic palsied finger: (i) where the finger’s own FS is
162harvested to create the lasso (LS) tendon to act in concert with FP, EI,
163and EC and (ii) where the lasso (LS) tendon is created with a super-
164numerary to act in concert with FP, FS, EI, EC (see Fig. 1). By su-
165pernumerary, we mean any other musculo-tendon from other fingers
166or the wrist that could be used to create the lasso. For each specimen,
167we predicted and applied optimal combinations of tendon tensions for
168each case, and measured the resultant fingertip output vector.
169Lastly, the skin was reflected from the volar aspect of the PIP joint
170and the A3 pulley was released by cutting a 4-mm incision along the
171volar midline of the PIP joint with surgical scissors. We calculated the
172change in FP moment arm at the PIP joint by comparing the antero-
173posterior girth of the PIP measured with digital calipers with a reso-
174lution of 0.1 mm while applying 30 N to the FP tendon before and
175after release of the A3 pulley. The symbol FP* represents the action of
176FP after A3 pulley release, for which a new set of fingertip force data
177was collected by individually pulling on the FP tendon. We again
178predicted and implemented the biomechanically maximal palmar force
179where only FP*, EI, EC and LS were available (simulating the lasso
180that harvests FS with A3 release) and when FP*, FS, EI, EC and LS
181were active (simulating the lasso procedure with a supernumerary that
182leaves the finger’s own FS intact).

183Results

184The fingertip force output vector produced by the
185transferred lasso tendon (LS) was nearly collinear with
186the distal phalanx direction and perpendicular to the
187palmar direction. LS behaved much like a PI muscle as it
188had a dominant negative z component (Fig. 3). The
189fingertip force output vector produced by FP* was, on
190average, larger in magnitude than FP, and was oriented
191closer to the x direction (compare fx components in the
192table in Fig. 3). Average fingertip force vectors for 25%
193of maximal tension at each tendon are plotted in Fig. 3.
194Because 3D vectors are difficult to convey on the printed
195page, we have created a web site (www.mae.cornell.edu/
196valero/JOR) where the reader can interactively visualize
197and explore all 3D data presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
198The fingertip forces of the individual tendons super-
199imposed linearly. When tension was applied to multiple
200tendons simultaneously, the measured fingertip output
201was equivalent to the vector sum of the outputs pro-
202duced by individual tendons. Palmar force magnitudes
203measured in the cadaveric fingers were not significantly
204different from those predicted by linear programming

Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus. Fresh cadaveric hands were resected at

the mid-forearm, rigidly mounted on a frame using an external fixation

device and the insertion tendons of all forefinger muscles exposed.

Nylon strings were glued to each insertion tendon, and proximal end of

each Nylon cord was fed proximally through radius-countersunk holes

in a low-friction acetal resin (Delrin�, DuPont) plate before radiating

out and attaching to the distal end of an extension spring. Hole lo-

cations set anatomically correct lines of action for the strings. Pulling

on and anchoring a thin rope (Kevlar�, DuPont) tied to the proximal

end of the spring was what stretched the spring and produced a con-

stant tension at the tendon (read on a calibrated scale mounted with

the spring, �10%). Springs were chosen such that 0.20 m of extension

produced 25% of the maximal isometric force. Preliminary tests es-

tablished that tying and gluing string to tendon withstood up to 60 N,

hence the highest tension applied at the tendon of the strongest muscle

(FS) was limited to 60 N (i.e., 25% of it maximal force [20]). Because

dorsal interosseous has a very short insertion tendon, its nylon string

was tied to a 3-mm flathead screw placed at the insertion point of DI

into the proximal phalanx. Two K-wires were potted into the distal

phalanx with polymethylmethacrylate and rigidly clamped to a six-axis

dynamometer rigidly held by a robotic arm. Known tensions could

then be applied to individual tendons, and simultaneously to several

tendons, and the fingertip force/torque output measured.
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205 (average difference of 3:9� 12% (mean� SD)), but the
206 measured forces were directed significantly further from
207 the desired x direction by an average of 3:6� 7:4�.
208 Performing the lasso procedure leaving the FS tendon
209 intact achieved significantly larger palmar force magni-
210 tude than harvesting the forefinger’s own FS tendon to
211 perform the lasso procedure (60% vs. 39%, comparing
212 rows in Table 1). Harvesting the forefinger’s own FS
213 tendon to perform the lasso procedure resulted in sta-
214 tistically similar palmar force magnitude as compared to
215 the intrinsic palsied condition for this number of speci-
216 mens (39% vs. 43%, Table 1). All three conditions had
217 statistically similar directional accuracy of palmar force
218 of about 20� (Table 1).

219Releasing the A3 pulley increased the PIP moment
220arm of the FP tendon by an average 1:5� 1:0 mm and
221resulted in a significant increase in palmar force mag-
222nitude of 74% for low ulnar palsy case, and 64% when
223harvesting the forefinger’s own FS tendon to perform
224the lasso procedure (comparing columns in Table 1).
225The pulley release did not affect the maximal palmar
226force when leaving the FS tendon intact to perform the
227lasso procedure, or the directional accuracy of any of
228the cases (Table 1). Fig. 4 shows the optimal vector
229addition of muscle actions for one representative speci-
230men for all four cases studied (visit www.mae.cornell.
231edu/valero/JOR to interactively visualize and explore the
232data in Fig. 4).
233Importantly, releasing the A3 pulley significantly
234changed the tensions in FP, FS, EC and LS tendons
235necessary to achieve maximal biomechanically possible
236palmar force. The low ulnar palsy cases saw a significant
237increase in FP, and a decrease in FS and EC tendon

Fig. 3. Average maximal fingertip force output vector for 25% of

maximal tension applied at each tendon (for clarity, output fingertip

torque is not shown). Forces in N, output fingertip torque in Nm,

mean (SD). FP, FS, EI, EC, LUM, DI and PI vectors were obtained in

a previous study, n ¼ 11 [19]. LS and FP* vectors n ¼ 8. Data from left

forefingers was appropriately rotated to a right forefinger orientation.

Fig. 4. 3D plot of the optimal vector addition of tendon actions that

maximize palmar force in one specimen for A: intrinsic palsied finger,

B: harvesting the forefinger’s own FS tendon to perform the lasso

procedure, C: harvesting the forefinger’s own FS tendon to perform

the lasso procedure and releasing the A3 pulley, and D: performing the

lasso procedure leaving the FS tendon and A3 pulley intact. Percent-

ages indicate palmar force magnitude relative to the maximal non-

paretic case for that specimen. The angle indicates deviation from

desired palmar force direction along the x-axis. For clarity, fingertip

output torque is not shown.
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238 tensions (Table 1). When harvesting the forefinger’s own
239 FS to perform the lasso procedure, releasing the A3
240 pulley decreased FP and increased LS tendon tensions.
241 Releasing the A3 pulley when performing the lasso
242 procedure leaving the FS tendon intact increased tension
243 in the LS tendon.

244 Discussion

245 This study involves a novel combination of mathe-
246 matical parameter optimization with experimentally
247 controlled fingertip force production in cadaveric fingers
248 to study differences in maximal palmar force as a result
249 of alternative surgical procedures. This work demon-
250 strates the clinical usefulness of combining mathemati-
251 cal rigor with cadaver studies to measure the
252 biomechanical consequences of surgical procedures, and
253 to augment the armamentarium to optimize outcomes.
254 Our results show that performing the lasso tendon
255 transfer while preserving the action of FS of the finger
256 results in 50% greater palmar force magnitude than

257when the FS of the finger is harvested for the procedure.
258Harvesting the FS of the finger for the lasso procedure
259does not improve palmar force magnitude compared to
260the pre-operative finger, and may even reduce it as per
261the trend seen in these specimens. In addition, this study
262confirms the prediction of a biomechanical computer
263model of the finger that PIP flexion moment arms
264strongly influence palmar force production [24]. Our
265results show that the finger can produce almost twice as
266much palmar force when the A3 pulley is released in the
267pre-operative intrinsic palsied finger, and in the finger
268with a lasso procedure that harvests the digit’s own FS.
269However, if the lasso procedure is performed leaving the
270finger’s own FS intact (a condition not considered in
271previous simulations) we find there is no significant
272advantage to releasing the A3 pulley. We propose the
273following algorithm for the choice of lasso procedure to
274maximize palmar force in intrinsic palsied fingers that
275should apply to all fingers: If a supernumerary is avail-
276able, use it to perform the lasso. Otherwise use the digit’s
277own FS and release the A3 pulley.
278Our work is motivated by the need to objectively
279evaluate the biomechanical consequences of the nu-
280merous procedures described in the surgical literature to
281mitigate the deleterious functional consequences of in-
282juries or conditions that paralyze the intrinsic muscles of
283the hand. Typically, these procedures may be catego-
284rized as static or passive procedures such as a tenodesis,
285or a dynamic procedure such as a tendon transfer.
286Tendon transfers are often preferred if sufficient num-
287bers of donor muscle-tendon units are available. Per-
288forming the lasso procedure with the digit’s own FS
289must have consequences for the force production capa-
290bilities of the digit. These consequences, and how to
291counteract their deleterious nature, are the subject of
292this study. Our data clearly indicate that when the digit’s
293own FS is re-deployed to act at the MCP joint only, the
294consequence is a significant reduction in the digit’s po-
295tential for palmar force production.
296Our results also allow us to describe the general 3D
297force production capabilities of the fingers. Fig. 5 shows
298a large wire-frame cage representing the average 3D
299feasible force set (FFS) of the non-paretic forefinger
300calculated using the output vectors shown in Fig. 3. The
301distance between the fingertip and any point on the
302surface of the FFS represents the maximal possible
303biomechanical force that can be produced in that di-
304rection [22]. This average FFS was calculated by finding
305all possible positive combinations of the maximal fin-
306gertip force output of each tendon seen in Fig. 3 [6,13].
307Fig. 5A shows, in gray, a narrow solid polyhedron that
308is a sub-region of the FFS for the forefinger without
309active intrinsic musculature. The difference between this
310narrow sub-region and the wire-frame cage represents
311the force production deficiencies of the paretic finger as
312the fingertip is no longer able to produce force of even

Table 1

Effect of A3 pulley release on the direction and magnitude of maximal

palmar force, and the tendon tensions that produce it, mean (SD)

A3 Intact A3 Released

Palmar force

Direction (deg from x-axis)

Ulnar palsy 19.5 (9.9) 20.4 (6.7)

Lasso using FS tendon 22.2 (10.7) 17.3 (8.8)

Lasso leaving FS intact 20.8 (11.1) 19.4 (8.3)

Magnitude (% of non-paretic)

Ulnar palsy 43.0 (22.0) 74.0 (33.0)�

Lasso using FS tendon 39.0 (19.0) 64.0 (43.0)�

Lasso leaving FS intact 60.0 (23.0) 64.0 (38.0)

Ratio of tendon tension to palmar force

FP

Ulnar palsy 1.65 (1.14) 1.74 (1.20)�

Lasso using FS tendon 4.80 (1.18) 3.81 (0.77)�

Lasso leaving FS intact 1.71 (1.22) 1.80 (1.37)

FS

Ulnar palsy 1.99 (1.31) 1.70 (1.32)�

Lasso leaving FS intact 2.18 (1.21) 2.06 (1.36)

EI

Ulnar palsy 0.12 (0.58) 0.08 (0.18)

Lasso using FS tendon 0.02 (0.04) 0.00 (0.00)

Lasso leaving FS intact 0.17 (0.68) 0.42 (1.08)

EC

Ulnar palsy 0.41 (0.69) 0.26 (0.61)�

Lasso using FS tendon 0.73 (1.15) 0.50 (1.06)

Lasso leaving FS intact 0.56 (0.76) 0.74 (0.89)

LS

Lasso using FS tendon 0.42 (0.66) 1.05 (1.13)�

Lasso leaving FS intact 0.14 (0.25) 0.30 (0.53)�

�Represents p < 0:05.
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313 moderate magnitude in most every direction. The fact
314 that this narrow sub-region does not include the palmar
315 force direction towards the thumb (i.e., the x-axis,
316 shown as a bold arrow) means that a forefinger without

317intrinsic musculature cannot direct force towards the
318thumb, and an ulnarly deviated resultant force is un-
319avoidable (see Table 1). The FFS set for the Zancolli
320lasso performed harvesting the digit’s own FS (Fig. 5B,
321solid polyhedron) shows that large fingertip forces can
322now be produced parallel to the distal phalanx, but does
323not improve the ability to produce palmar force towards
324the thumb to produce pinch. Lastly, Fig. 5C shows that
325the FFS can be made to include the palmar direction
326(i.e., fingertip force can be directed towards the thumb
327with maximal magnitude) if the FS is re-deployed to the
328insertion of first DI on the radial aspect of the proximal
329phalanx. This analysis suggests that the forefinger can
330produce palmar force of magnitude comparable to the
331non-paretic finger, while clawing is prevented by the
332flexion action of the DI at the MCP joint. This novel
333procedure is supported by our previous modeling and
334EMG studies [22,24] showing that maximizing palmar
335force in unimpaired individuals requires activity in the
336flexors, extensors, and first DI, while first PI remains
337silent. We are now designing clinical trials to investigate
338the outcomes achieved with this novel transfer in the
339forefinger.
340The limitations of this cadaveric/optimization meth-
341od have been discussed in the literature [23] and include
342the exclusion of physiological secondary effects of pa-
343ralysis (such as sensory deficit, and muscle atrophy and
344re-education), and the inability to predict the conse-
345quences of modifying a specific anatomical feature
346mathematically (as parameter-based computer models
347can [1,19,24]). The passive forces produced in vivo by
348paralyzed muscles were not considered because we do
349not have reliable estimates of what they would be. Also,
350while the passive transfer of force between LUM and FP
351was not investigated explicitly, our leaving of LUM in-
352tact did consider the passive transfer of FP force in the
353paralyzed LUM, if any, Fig. 1B. Recognizing that the
354innervation of LUM could vary [4], we chose not to
355apply force to it in the palsied condition to obtain a
356worst-case estimate of force reduction. Clinical pinch
357force reduction may be less severe in cases of incomplete
358nerve injury, partial recovery of nerve function, or
359variable muscle innervation. In addition, we have not
360yet considered force deficits due to physiological con-
361sequences of surgery and rehabilitation because the ef-
362fect of the release of the A3 pulley on force–length
363properties and range of motion has not been studied
364clinically. We are not aware of measurements of FP
365muscle fiber length at the posture studied. The expected
366and unpredictable post-surgical response of tissue such
367as healing, scarring, muscle atrophy, joint stiffness and
368tendon adhesions is beyond the scope of this work, but
369will be studied in the future. Another potential clinical
370consequence of the increased FP moment arm at the PIP
371joint following A3 pulley release in the intrinsic minus
372digit is the increased resistance to active PIP extension

Fig. 5. Predicted 3D fingertip force production of a forefinger for the

non-paretic and three post-surgical conditions. The wire-frame cage

represents the average 3D FFS of the non-paretic forefinger. The

distance between the fingertip and any point on the surface of a FFS

represents the maximal biomechanically possible force that can be

produced in that direction. The bold line indicates the desired palmar

force direction towards the thumb (i.e., the x-axis). A: the solid

polyhedron represents the FFS for the intrinsic palsied forefinger,

which does not include the palmar force direction, B: the FFS set when

the lasso is performed harvesting the digit’s own FS, where large fin-

gertip forces can be produced parallel to the distal phalanx, but not

towards the thumb, C: the FFS when the FS is re-deployed to the

insertion of first DI on the radial aspect of the proximal phalanx,

where palmar force magnitude is comparable to the non-paretic finger.
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373 via the innervated extrinsic extensors. For example, re-
374 leasing the A3 pulley might lead to increased risk of
375 flexion contracture at the PIP joint. Lastly, the method
376 of this study, in its current form, is applicable only to the
377 study of active tendon transfers, and not intrinsic teno-
378 desis passive transfers such as the procedure described
379 by House and associates [9]. Nevertheless, this work
380 does establish biomechanically rigorous expectations of
381 the best-case recovery of post-surgical palmar force
382 production, which is a useful objective reference against
383 which clinical functional outcomes can be compared.
384 The linearity (i.e., scaling and superimposition) of
385 tendon interactions after simulated tendon transfers
386 corroborates the findings in the intact digit [23] and has
387 important clinical implications. Our results suggest the
388 complex tendon interconnections [20,27] and elastic
389 material properties of the tendon paths and pulleys
390 [7,10] do not introduce important non-linearities into
391 the transmission of tendon tension in the finger posture
392 studied. This linearity also validates using linear opti-
393 mization to produce clinically meaningful predictions.
394 These results do not rule out non-linear changes in
395 transmission of tendon tension with the known changes
396 in the geometric arrangement of the extensor mechanism
397 at different finger postures [7], or changes in finger
398 posture itself [21].
399 Figs. 3 and 4 show, geometrically, the biomechanical
400 interactions among muscle tensions necessary to maxi-
401 mize palmar force. Please visit www.mae.cornell.edu/
402 valero/JOR for an interactive 3D exploration of these
403 fingertip force vectors. The FS produces a fingertip force
404 vector with the largest component in the desired palmar
405 direction (x-axis), thus its presence is conducive to a
406 greater magnitude of palmarly directed force (Fig. 4D).
407 Harvesting the FS to create the lasso (LS) then leaves
408 the FP as the only muscle with an important fingertip
409 force vector component along the desired x direction
410 (Figs. 3 and 5B). Releasing the A3 pulley has the bio-
411 mechanical consequence of increasing the x-component
412 of the FP* force, leading to a greater magnitude of
413 palmarly directed force (Fig. 3). Lastly, the positive z
414 component of the extensor muscles is necessary to
415 counteract the negative z tendency of the FS and LS
416 (Fig. 4A, C and D), making extensor muscle activity
417 critical to the proper direction of the resultant fingertip
418 force.
419 The changes in relative tendon tensions necessary to
420 maximize palmar force following the tendon transfers
421 are evidence of the neurological and biomechanical ad-
422 aptations necessary to maximize static palmar force in
423 the surgically modified digit (Table 1). This study is the
424 first to describe the pre- and post-operative tensions at
425 all finger tendons during production of a functional
426 static force. When the lasso procedure is executed with
427 the finger’s own FS tendon, the FP must carry roughly
428 twice the relative tension than in any other condition

429studied here, which may increase the likelihood of
430pathological responses to biomechanical overloading
431such as tendonitis [17,18]. The significant changes in
432tendon tension after release of the A3 pulley also reveal
433what specific muscle re-training is necessary to exploit
434the biomechanical capabilities of the post-operative di-
435git. While there is evidence of gross muscle re-training
436following tendon transfers [4,15], it is not known if re-
437fined retraining is indeed achievable. Importantly, the
438post-operative force demands on the LS (i.e., the
439transferred FS) to maximize palmar force are quite low
440(Table 1), which opens the possibility of transferring
441muscles weaker than FS and still maximize palmar
442force. We anticipate that further modeling will demon-
443strate the potential for using muscles that are currently
444considered too weak for transfer (Grade 3 muscles), and
445will suggest other counterintuitive solutions to clinically
446important problems.
447Lastly, this novel cadaveric/optimization method also
448has the potential to allow the design of patient-specific
449surgical procedures, or control strategies for functional
450electrical stimulation of digits. This method is, in es-
451sence, a means to quantify the biomechanical input/
452output relationship of a digit without making any as-
453sumptions about finger anatomy (e.g., moment arms,
454bone lengths), as computer biomechanical models often
455must [1,2,24]. For example, characterizing the biome-
456chanical input/output relationship of a digit can be done
457intra-operatively by applying known stimulation trains
458to individual muscles and measuring 3D-fingertip force
459or motion output. The tendon force-to-fingertip force
460(or tendon excursion-to-finger motion) input/output
461relationship thus found can be combined with mathe-
462matical optimization to find patient-specific functional
463electrical stimulation patterns to optimize specific finger
464forces (or movements). Similarly, performing this input/
465output characterization before committing to a surgical
466procedure can reveal idiosyncratic muscular, tendinous
467or articular characteristics, and lead to the real-time
468design and validation of patient-specific surgical modi-
469fications to optimize outcomes.
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